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Approaching thus the momentous spaces, and
considering with reference to a new and greater
personalism, the needs and possibilities of American
imaginative literature, through the medium-light of
what we have already broach’d, it will at once be
appreciated that a vast gulf of difference separates
the present accepted conditions of these spaces,
inclusive of what is floating in them, from any
condition adjusted to, or fit for, the world, the
America, there sought to be indicated, and the
copious races of complete men and women, along
these Vistas crudely outlined. It is, in some sort, no
less a difference than lies between that long-
continued nebular state and vagueness of the
astronomical worlds, compared with the subsequent
state, the definitely-formed worlds themselves, duly
compacted, clustering in systems, hung up there,
chandeliers of the universe, beholding and mutually
lit by each other’s lights, serving for ground of all
substantial foothold, all vulgar uses—yet serving still
more as an undying chain and echelon of spiritual
proofs and shows. A boundless field to fill! A new
creation, with needed orbic works launched forth, to
revolve in free and lawful circuits—to move, self-
poised, through the ether and shine like heaven’s
own suns!

—Walt Whitman, Democratic Vistas (1868)
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